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Abstract— Nowadays, the success of MPLS is mostly due to
the increasing demand for BGP/MPLS VPNs. Even though the
need for interdomain LSPs is growing, no ISP today proposes
the dynamic establishment of LSPs across AS boundaries. In this
paper, we investigate the complexity of establishing end-to-end
interdomain LSPs with QoS guarantees, based on the BGP routes
locally available at a router.
We explain the main issues of relying on BGP for the computation of interdomain constrained paths. To illustrate our point,
we compare two LSP establishment techniques. Our benchmark
technique is centralized and assumes the complete knowledge
of the intradomain topologies. The second path computation
technique is decentralized and relies on the BGP routes locally
available by each router. Our simulations confirm that the
difficulty in designing BGP-based interdomain LSP establishment
techniques lies within the trade-off between the scalability of the
computation technique and the quality of the path found in terms
of the considered metrics.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The initial motivation for introducing Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS) in the 1990s was the low performance
of IP routers compared to ATM and Frame Relay switches
[1]. MPLS allowed IP networks to use higher bandwidth
links thanks to the closer integration with ATM or Frame
Relay. Today’s routers and switches are very different from
those available ten years ago. Due to the improvements in
packet forwarding capabilities, routers are now able to route
normal IP packets at line rates of 10 Gbps and 40 Gbps.
Today, the main motivation for running an MPLS network is
to provide MPLS-based services such as BGP/MPLS Virtual
Private Networks (VPNs) [2] , supporting traffic engineering
[3] and to allow the network to recover quickly from failures
by using detours or bypass tunnels [4] .
Those services are currently used inside large networks
[5]. Inside a single domain, several techniques can be used
to establish Label Switched Paths. Some rely on a specific
signalling protocol such as LDP [6] or RSVP-TE [3], others
piggyback label information inside route advertisements as
with BGP [7]. LDP is used to create best-effort LSPs while
RSVP-TE allows to specify constraints such as bandwidth or
delay for the establishment of traffic engineered LSPs.
Due to the success of MPLS-based services, users of those
services are urging network providers to cooperate in order
to support BGP/MPLS VPN networks between sites attached
to different ASes [8]. This is a common requirement for
large multinational companies with sites spread worldwide. In
addition to inter-AS VPNs, interdomain LSPs can be used to
provide various types of services. For example, a lab inside a

university could establish a LSP toward another lab in another
country across several transit ASes to transmit large amounts
of experimental data, or, interdomain LSPs can be used by
ISPs to install remote Point of Presences (POPs) outside their
region of operation, by cooperating with other ISPs [9].
This paper addresses the problem of interdomain constrained path computation for the establishment of LSPs. We
describe a technique to compute interdomain constrained paths
in a distributed manner based on the routing information
available with BGP and, inside each AS, on the topology
distributed by the IGP. This technique is applicable to the
computation of LSPs crossing an arbitrary number of ASes.
In the short term, we expect that the first motivation for
using MPLS across interdomain boundaries will be to provide
multi-AS VPN services or to interconnect large telephone
switches in different domains (VoIP traffic). We expect that
those services will initially be deployed between ASes that are
directly connected and likely managed by the same company
[10].
II. R ELATED W ORK
The problem of establishing LSPs inside a network has
attracted a lot of interest during the last five years [11],
[12]. Most of the solutions proposed to solve this problem
have assumed that the LSPs were established inside a single
domain in which the routers were all in the same IGP area.
A consequence of this assumption is that each router knows
the entire network topology. By using the traffic engineering
extensions to the IGP [13], [14], the routers may also know the
amount of reserved bandwidth on each link. In this case, the
layout of the LSPs inside the domain becomes an optimization
problem that can be solved by considering various objectives
such as load-balancing, protection in case of failure and
minimizing the end-to-end delay.
Although many large ISPs are organized as a single IGP
area, some rely on multiple areas. In that case, the problem
becomes more complex than an optimization problem because
a router knows the complete topology of its own area but has
a limited view of the topology of the other areas. Establishing
LSPs in this environment can be centralized by using a
Path Computation Element (PCE) [15]. A PCE could collect
information distributed by the IGP, in all areas, to compute
the path for LSPs upon request from other routers. The main
limitation of the PCE solution is its scalability as the path for
all inter-area (inter-domain) LSPs must be computed by the
PCE. A distributed approach is also possible by allowing each

Area Border Router to select the egress border router of the
area. However, in this case the chosen path is not necessarily
optimal.
Several researchers have proposed extensions to RSVP-TE
to ease the establishment of interdomain LSPs. In [16], we
propose extensions to enable the use of RSVP-TE across
AS boundaries for primary and end-to-end backup paths with
respect to requirements formulated by ISPs [9]. [17] proposes
extensions for local link, node and SRLG protection of interdomain LSPs. Protocol extensions have also been proposed to
BGP in order to advertise QoS information along with the
BGP reachability information [18]. However, no study has
been published on the use of these extensions to established
QoS constrained LSPs. To our knowledge, the computation of
interdomain paths with QoS and disjointness constraints has
not been addressed in the literature.
III. I NTERDOMAIN

CONSTRAINED PATH COMPUTATION
AND BGP

When considering VPN services across domains, the limited
topological information available through BGP interdomain
routes is crucial. BGP is the current interdomain routing
protocol [19]. It is a path vector protocol that allows each
domain to define its own routing policies. A router attached
to another AS via a peering link establishes an eBGP session
over the peering link with the BGP neighboring router. This
eBGP session is used to advertise the routes that are reachable
by each AS. A BGP router advertises its best route to reach
each destination prefix. When a BGP router receives a route
over an eBGP session, it determines whether this route is its
best route towards the destination. If so, it advertises the route
to the other BGP routers of the AS. This is done by means of
iBGP sessions.
The routing information distributed by BGP is very different
from the topology information distributed by IGPs such as
OSPF or IS-IS. BGP is much more scalable than a linkstate IGP in that it only distributes reachability information
subject to routing policies that limit the routes announced to
neighboring ASes. The price for this scalability is the lack
of information available on the Internet topology [20]. For
each prefix, each peer only advertises its best route over BGP
sessions. This route is selected based on criterions that are
independent of the quality of the route in terms of end-to-end
metrics like delay and reservable bandwidth.
BGP was initially designed assuming a full mesh of iBGP
sessions between all the border routers of an AS, to exchange
the best eBGP routes in the AS and allow each router to
compute its best route towards any reachable destination. Due
to this assumption, a BGP router does not advertise, over iBGP
sessions, a route received over an iBGP session. If a router
selects a route received via iBGP as best route, it will not
advertise routes learned on eBGP sessions inside the AS. As
a consequence there may be many available interdomain paths
that are never learned by the routers and thus never used for
packet forwarding.

If there are N border routers in the AS, a full mesh of
−1)
iBGP sessions corresponds to N ×(N
iBGP sessions. This
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is a severe scalability problem in networks containing more
than a few tens of border routers. Two solutions have been
proposed to solve this problem : confederations [21] and route
reflectors (RRs) [22]. We do not consider the confederations
in this paper as they are not frequently used.
A route reflector is a router that is allowed to re-advertise,
over iBGP sessions, routes that it received over other iBGP
sessions. The simplest way of deploying RRs is to replace a
full mesh of iBGP sessions with a single RR. When a single
RR is connected to all other BGP routers of the domain, each
BGP router receives only one route from the RR instead of
the N − 1 routes received in the case of a full mesh of iBGP
sessions.
The placement of RRs inside a domain might create problems [23], [24] that can be avoided by following the recommendations of [25].
IV. PATH

COMPUTATION TECHNIQUES

For the purpose of illustrating the issues in interdomain
constrained LSPs computation, this section presents two alternative techniques. The first technique relies on the availability
of the complete topology at one point in the network. This
technique is only applicable when the administrators running
the different ASes are willing to share topology information. It
is an ideal situation that may not occur in practice except eventually between 2 ASes that belong to the same company. We
use this technique as a benchmark. It consists of a centralized
approach where the node possessing the intradomain topology
of the ASes is responsible for the computation of interdomain
paths. The second approach is applicable in a more general
framework. It is a decentralized technique where each node on
the path of the LSP completes the path computation toward the
destination based on local routing information. This technique
is applicable for the establishment of LSPs crossing any
number of ASes.
The LSPs considered in this paper are subject to end-toend delay and bandwidth guarantees as well as link and node
disjointness constraints.
A. Centralized computation with CSPF
A centralized path computation can only be envisaged for
LSPs crossing ASes that belong to the same company as
ISP topology information is often considered strategic to the
functioning of ISPs and kept secret. In that case, a Path
Computation Element (PCE) [15] that centralizes the topology
information of both ASes can compute the path of the inter-AS
LSPs.
The PCE collects the link state packets advertised by the
IGP in both ASes and thus possesses the complete topology
of the two ASes with the TE information, if either IS-IS TE
or OSPF-TE is used. For the purpose of this paper we assume
that both delay and reservable bandwidth are distributed by
the IGP. Based on this information, the PCE runs a CSPF
algorithm. It prunes the links with insufficient remaining

reservable bandwidth, runs Dijkstra algorithm with costs set to
the delay of the links and finally sends the computed path to
the source of the LSP, if the path respects the delay constraint.
For the disjoint path computation, the PCE first prunes the
links and nodes that are on the primary path from the topology.
Then, it runs the computation as for the primary path.
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Since it may not be possible or desirable that a single node
knows the complete intradomain topologies of several ASes,
we now look at a decentralized constrained path computation
approach.
Our Distributed Path Computation technique relies on the
routing information distributed by BGP. Each router uses a
single best BGP route to forward IP packets toward each
distant destination prefix. These routes are stored in its Local
Routing Information Base (Loc-RIB). However, a router may
receive one route toward each prefix from each of its peers.
If they pass the import filters, these routes are stored in its
Adj-RIB-Ins. We use these routes to compute our constrained
paths. As a consequence, the computed paths respect the BGP
policies of the ASes that are enforced by the import and export
filters inside the BGP routers.
The DPC of a primary LSP is illustrated in figure 1. Inside
the source AS AS1, the source (PE) router selects, from all the
routes toward the destination PE present in its Adj-RIB-Ins,
the route with the Next-Hop (NH) that is reachable through a
path with enough reservable bandwidth and smallest delay.
This consists in performing a CSPF inside the source AS
toward all the NHs advertised with the destination prefix, with
the delay as metric. Once the NH R4 is selected, the LSP
is established toward this NH using RSVP-TE with an ERO
containing the computed constrained path segment R2 − R4.
The NH R4, i.e. the egress AS Border Router (ASBR)1 , then
selects a NH in the neighboring AS from the NHs of the routes
to the destination PE, in the local Adj-RIB-Ins. Therefore, R4
evaluates the reservable bandwidth and the delay toward each
of these NH, R5 and R6. R3 is not evaluated to avoid routing
loops. Finally, the ingress ASBR R6, inside the downstream
AS AS2, computes the path toward the PE2 by running a
CSPF on the topology of the destination AS.
We note that if a node needs to complete the path computation but does not have routes in its Adj-RIB-Ins, with NHs that
can be joined by a path segment respecting the constraints,
cranckback takes place [26]. A RSVP Path Error message
is sent back to the source. An upstream node on the path,
the previous ASBR in our case, computes an alternative path
toward the destination, based on interdomain route advertisement toward the PE destination prefix that have not been tried.
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Distributed Path Computation of a primary LSP

We observe that the path computed with DPC, on figure
1, has a larger delay than the CSPF path. This is due to the
limited information available locally for the route selection.
The DPC technique makes a local choice that may not lead
to the globally optimal path. Another solution would be to
evaluate end-to-end paths through all the NHs available for the
destination, not only through the locally best NH. However,
such exploration grows exponentially with the network size
and connectivity [27].
Moreover, in figure 1, once the primary LSP is established,
an end-to-end link and node disjoint path cannot be found. In
order to establish a disjoint path, the nodes that complete the
backup path, i.e. the ASBRs in our case, need to know the links
and nodes crossed by the primary path. For this purpose, the
nodes along the primary path can be recorded in the Record
Route Object [3]. Then the source of the LSP stores these
nodes in the eXclude Route Object (XRO) defined in [28]. This
object is used by intermediate nodes to compute path segments
that avoid the nodes stored in this object. Based on the XRO,
the source PE router selects a NH that does not belong to
the primary LSP and that is reachable with a path segment
respecting the delay, bandwidth and disjointness constraints
(R3 in figure 1). However, router R3 cannot continue the
establishment of the disjoint LSP. The two NHs available for
prefix 130.104/16 are already on the path of the primary LSP,
hence cranckback takes place. A Path Error message is sent
to the PE router. The PE router does not possess any other
route with a NH that has not already been explored. Thus, the
backup LSP cannot be established.
C. Simulations
Our simulation environment contains two ASes because of
the first technique. Each AS contains several interconnected
routers. Furthermore, the routers in each AS are grouped in
POPs as in most networks. A small POP may contain a single
router while a large POP may be composed of a few tens
of routers. The ASes are interconnected with one peering
link in each city where both ASes have a POP. To establish
interdomain LSPs, we consider the case of inter-AS VPNs
where each AS may offer VPNs services toward the POPs of
the other AS. For this reason, we attach a Provider Edge (PE)

router to each POP containing more than one router. This PE
router is connected to two different routers inside the POP
for redundancy reasons. We establish a full mesh of traffic
engineered LSPs between those PE routers.
The AS topologies, with link delays and routers grouped
in POPs, used for this purpose, have been collected by the
rocketfuel project [29]. We assigned a bandwidth of 10 Gbps
to each link. Moreover, each link connecting a PE router to
other routers has a delay set to 1 ms. The same delay of 1 ms is
assigned to the inter-AS links that we added to interconnect the
ASes two by two. A router in each POP is configured as a route
reflector, all the routers inside the POP are fully meshed from
an iBGP viewpoint, for optimal intra-POP routing, and the
route reflectors themselves are fully-meshed as recommended
by [25].
In table I, we find the ASes involved in each topology with
the number of nodes as well as the number of intra and interdomain links. The last column indicates the number of LSPs
to be established. We note that the number of inter-domain
links varies from 3 to 14 links. The topology, “topo3”, with
most inter-domain links does not contain the largest number
of nodes and links. The biggest topologies in terms of links
and nodes are “topo4” and “topo7”. Not all the ASes could be
interconnected because they did not all have POPs in common
locations.
Topology
topo0
topo1
topo2
topo3
topo4
topo5
topo6
topo7

ASes
ASN1
ASN2
3257
3967
1239
3967
3967
6461
1755
3257
1239
3257
3257
6461
1239
1755
1239
6461

Nodes
281
443
246
291
530
333
453
495

intra
557
1217
577
575
1408
768
1235
1428

Links
inter
3
5
5
14
9
4
6
8

LSPs
total
560
1222
582
589
1417
772
1241
1436

828
1116
396
920
1426
506
1240
682

TABLE I
P ROPERTIES OF THE COMBINED ROCKETFUEL TOPOLOGIES

To illustrate the techniques described in section IV, we compute primary and backup paths with a 100ms delay constraint,
with or without 100Mbps bandwidth reservations. That is, for
each primary path, we compute an end-to-end link and node
disjoint path with the same constraints as for the primary path,
for protection purposes. The existence of backup paths is used
as an indication of the diversity of the paths available to the
centralized and the distributed techniques.
Figure 2 shows the number of LSPs that could not be
established for each topology and each path computation
technique. For each topology, the total number of LSPs to
be established is indicated by a point. The first and third bars
show the number of primary and, respectively, backup LSPs
that could not be established with the CSPF algorithm. The
second and fourth bars represent the same values for the DPC
technique.
The top left portion of figure 2 presents the number of
LSPs that could not be established for the simulations with

a full mesh of iBGP sessions in the ASes and no bandwidth
reservations associated to the LSPs. We note that all the
primary and backup CSPF LSPs could be established for
most of the topologies. Thus, a more elaborate disjoint path
computation algorithm than CSPF is not necessary. CSPF is a
good approximation of a k-SPF algorithm [30]. However, DPC
could not always find a feasible path for the backup LSPs. The
results of the same simulations but with RRs, instead of a full
mesh of iBGP sessions, are provided in the bottom left portion
of figure 2. Here, we observe that paths could not be found
for most backup LSPs with the DPC technique. This illustrates
the fact that RRs hide part of the BGP routes to their clients.
The right part of figure 2 concerns simulations of the establishment of LSPs with bandwidth reservations and with a full
iBGP mesh (top) or with RR (bottom) in the ASes. We note
that some LSPs cannot be established with the CSPF algorithm
due to the limitation on the link capacities in the topologies
and the structure of the rocketfuel topologies themselves. The
same observation applies to the LSPs computed with DPC.
These figures confirm that RRs have a large impact on the
possibility to find alternative paths. The difference between the
number of primary LSPs that could not be established with
CSPF and DPC lies in the limited number of routes available
with BGP. We performed the same simulations with different orderings of the LSPs and observed the same behavior.
Moreover, we did not observe a big difference in the number
of established LSPs when removing the full mesh of iBGP
sessions inside the POPs when using RRs. The difference
mostly lies in the presence of the RRs inside POPs not in
the way iBGP sessions are established in the POP.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the difference in delay
between CSPF and DPC LSPs. One curve compares the delay
of the primary paths and the other curve compares the delay of
the backup paths. Positive values indicate that the CSPF path
has a shorter delay than the respective DPC path. Negative
values occur when the DPC path has a shorter delay than
the CSPF path between the same source and destination. This
figure only shows the LSPs for which both the CSPF and the
DPC paths could be computed. The results of figure 3 concern
the establishment of LSPs without/with reservations, on the
left (right, respectively), on topology “topo4” with RRs inside
the ASes.
First, we observe that there are a large number of LSPs
with the same delay for the primary CSPF and DPC paths.
This indicates that most of the paths have the same quality independently from the path computation technique. Most paths
computed based on the information available with BGP (DPC
technique) have a delay comparable to the paths obtained with
CSPF. Even though the path found by DPC is often of a similar
quality than the CSPF path, for large topologies, the former
is never found on the first try, i.e. cranckback is used for every
path computed by DPC. On the left part of figure 3, we see
that some CSPF backup paths have a higher delay than their
respective DPC paths (negative values). This behavior results
from the lack of information available on the quality of the
BGP routes and the local search of the DPC technique. The
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DPC algorithm chooses the NH reachable with the smallest
delay. This is a local choice that may not be appropriate to
minimize the end-to-end delay. For the backup path, the NHs
used on the primary path are pruned from the topology. Bad
NH choices, in terms of delay, made for the primary path,
leave better alternatives for the backup path. Thus, the backup
path may eventually follow the same path as the primary CSPF
path.

In the right part of figure 3, we note that some DPC
primary paths may have a shorter delay than the respective
CSPF primary path when LSPs with bandwidth reservations
are established. This results from the different distribution of
the paths on the topologies with both computation techniques.
With CSPF, the links with low delay will be used first. When
there is no bandwidth left on these links, links with higher
delay will be used resulting in a degradation of the end-toend delay of the paths. Since DPC may perform bad choices
based on local search, links with low delay may not be used
by the first LSPs to be established. This leaves paths with low
delays for following LSPs. The problem of balancing endto-end delay and bandwidth constrained LSPs inside a single
domain, with the complete knowledge of the topology, is still
unsolved [27]. Thus, finding a solution to the same problem
for interdomain LSPs is out of reach today.

V. C ONCLUSION

We evaluated in this paper the difficulty of establishing
interdomain LSPs. We showed that BGP-related limitations
make the problem of computing constrained end-to-end LSPs
difficult, namely the topological information hiding and the
unawareness of end-to-end metrics by BGP when choosing its
best route.
We illustrated our case by comparing two different LSP
computation techniques. The first technique, a centralized
one, is based on CSPF and assumes that the intradomain
topology of the ASes crossed by the LSP is known. The second
technique, fully decentralized, relies on the BGP routes present
locally in the routers as well as on the topology of the local
domain.
Our simulations show that the decentralized technique is
not able to provide end-to-end link and node disjoint paths
only based on the BGP routes. Moreover, in large topologies,
the establishment of the constrained LSPs with the DPC
technique always requires to cranckback. Thus, designing
BGP-based interdomain LSPs computation techniques with
guarantees will always face the fundamental trade-off between
the scalability of the interdomain path computation and the
quality of the paths found in terms of the considered metrics.
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